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The view from Skylake makeup factory, where visitors can
make their own cosmetics.

Guiding light
Sometimes, taking the
road more travelled can
be a better way to go
Elisabeth Lee in Korea
elisabeth@mediacorp.com.sg

CONFESSION: I’ve never been a big fan
of tours.
To me, the whole point of travelling
is to expand your horizons by striking
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Turning off the main Seoul-Busan
highway, we meandered down tiny lanes,
before coming to a stop on the banks of
a little stream, where nestled among the
pines was the last thing I’d have expected:
The Skylake make-up factory.
Run by the hands-on and very
chatty (if incomprehensible) Mi-Ja Seo,
Skylake uses traditional Korean herbs to
manufacture organic make-up and beauty
products. Tour groups get to don pinafores
and try their hand at making their own
cosmetics. No better souvenir than one
you’ve laboured to create yourself, I told
myself, as I pounded the hell out of some
poor rose petals to make my own lip balm.

up conversations with strangers, getting
lost in new places and sampling the odd
bits of food that don’t resemble anything
you’ve seen before. What’s the point in
heading overseas if you do it surrounded
by Singaporeans speaking Singlish,
following a guide waving a little umbrella?
However, there are times when you’d
probably want all that. Like, when you’re
visiting Korea, for example.
I’d not been there before, but

Cheongdo Persimmon Wine Company

A toast to foreign Korea
En route to the spectacular Bulguksa site,
we stopped for lunch in Gyeongju city.
Once known as Seorabeol, it was the
capital city of the ancient Silla kingdom.
At the Culinary School Of Korea in
Gyeongju, we sampled a nine-course
spread of typical Silla royal cuisine
featuring what was known as the “nine
rare tastes”.
Packed with interesting flavours and
unusual cooking methods — pickled
burdock or raw chestnut salad, anyone? —
the meal, like the city itself, was a unique
experience that you won’t find listed in
your regular guide book.
>> Continued on T18
Photos: Elisabeth Lee and CTC Travel

on a recent trip to the Land Of The
Morning Calm, I learned to appreciate
the “familiarity” of organised tours. For
one thing, Koreans, as I found out, speak
mostly Korean. It shouldn’t have come as
much of a surprise, but it was.
Street signs, menus and hotel
websites are mostly in Korean. While
Seoul does a commendable job of
reaching out to travellers, with subways
signs and announcements in English, a
free on-call translation service and free
apps for Korean-challenged travellers, it’s
still not the easiest country to explore
on your own.

Thankfully, there was Leo, my guide
on this trip. He was the lens through
which Korea came into focus.
Touring the unexpected
Handily bilingual, Leo helped me decipher
what was going on, and provided
interesting insights into Korean culture
and tradition.
And while tours do tend to stick to
the tried and
true — no tour Apples from Gyeongsambuk-do
to Paris forgoes
the Eiffel Tower
and no package
to Egypt would
dare miss the
Pyramids —
sometimes a
tour can take
you to places
you’d normally
never be able
to get to
without the
help of a guide.
On the tour I was on, we didn’t
stop in Seoul, heading straight to Daegu
instead to explore the highlights of the
Gyeongsanbuk-do countryside. The
province is literally the fruit basket of
Korea and produces apples, peaches,
persimmons and grapes, among other
crops. In spring, I’m told, the plum and
cherry blossoms put on quite a show.

We sampled a nine-course
spread of typical Silla royal
SHE SAID cuisine. Packed with interesting
flavours and unusual cooking
methods, it was a unique
experience you won’t find listed
in your regular guide book.

Salad with
chestnuts
and prawns

Burdock
Salad
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Bulguksa temple

Guiding light
>> Continued from T17
After lunch, we toured the ancient
temple grounds which, along with
Seokguram Grotta just 4km to the east,
was added to the Unesco World Heritage
list in 1995. Considered a masterpiece
of the golden age of Buddhist art during
the Silla period, it’s home to seven of the
national treasures of South Korea.
In the same region lies the Yangdong
Folk Village, which attained Unesco World

Yangdong Folk Village

Heritage status this year. Filled with
Joseon-dynasty era architecture that is still
inhabited by local villagers, it’s supremely
well-preserved and one of the largest
historical folk villages in Korea.
Later on, once our bus negotiated
down a too-narrow country lane, scraping
up against the persimmon trees, we arrived at a winery with a twist: Housed in a
disused railway tunnel, hundreds of casks
of persimmon wine, a local delicacy, were
stacked in the cool darkness. There at the
Cheongdo Persimmon Wine Company,

Culinary School Of Korea

visitors can sample the different wines. A
small cafe also stocks cheeses and meats
as well, should you want to turn your visit
into a picnic.
As I savoured a glass of the semi-dry
wine, I silently raised a toast to tour packages and tour guides, even the ones waving dinky umbrellas. Because when it came
to getting to know a country as foreign as
Korea, they sure made it a lot easier.
This trip was made possible by CTC Travel and
the Gyeongsangbuk-do provincial government.

Getting there
Daegu is a great base to explore
Gyeongsambuk-do, with many of the
destinations listed here less than an
hour’s drive or bus ride away. As South
Korea’s fourth largest city, it is well
connected to the rest of the country.
From Seoul, domestic flights from Gimpo
airport or KTX bullet train (two hours,
34,900 won) from Seoul Station connect
you with Daegu.
CTC Travel runs tours to Korea,
including an eight-day Korean Drama
Trail and an eight-day Best Of Korea And
Jeju. For tour enquiries and bookings,
call CTC Travel at 6536 3995 or email
enquiry@ctc.com.sg. Watch out for tour
discounts of up to $400 for packages
from $1,388 per person.
Where to stay
In Daegu, you won’t do better than the
modern, comfortable and centrally-located
Taegu Grand Hotel (www.taegugrand.co.kr).
Log on to the Korea Tourism Organization
website (www.visitkorea.or.kr) for a range
of options.

